DOCTORATE NEWS

Coronavirus COVID-19: Informations for PhD Students [Updated 31/03/2020]
Due to the COVID-19 Coronavirus epidemic, and following the measures announced by the Prime Minister and the Minister of Higher Education, Research and Innovation, teleworking is becoming the rule in universities and all doctoral students are asked to stay at home to limit the risks of contamination. [PhD students, answer the survey!]

PhD students welcome day - Great Escape Game
For the first time this year on 24 January 2020, the Université Grenoble Alpes' Doctoral College is hosting a Welcome Day (bilingual event) for all first-year PhD students.

Grant for a PhD cotutelle between France and Finland
In cooperation with the Institut Français in Finland and in the framework of the bilateral scientific cooperation between France and Finland, the Niilo Helander Foundation is offering a 30 000 euros grant this year for any PhD student in cotutelle between France and Finland in all fields of research.

CEA thesis proposals for the 2018-2019 academic year
The CEA funds theses in its laboratories for high-level candidates.

Information on the admission of non-EU students to Grenoble's higher education institutions
The Communauté Université Grenoble Alpes (ComUE UGA), the Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA), Grenoble Institute of Technology (Grenoble INP), Sciences Po Grenoble and the Ecole nationale supérieure d'architecture de Grenoble (ENSAG) reaffirm their commitment to international students, and to the values of openness and exchange.
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Coronavirus COVID-19: Informations aux doctorants [MAJ 31/03/2020]
En raison de l'épidémie de Coronavirus COVID-19, et suite aux mesures annoncées par le Premier Ministre et la Ministre de l'enseignement supérieur et de la recherche et de l'innovation, le télétravail devient la règle dans les universités et tous les doctorants sont priés de rester à leur domicile pour limiter les risques de contamination. [Doctorant.e.s répondez à l'enquête !]

Appel à projets IDEX UGA 2020 - Bourses de mobilités sortantes
Dans le cadre IDEX Université Grenoble Alpes [volet formation - Graduate School], nous avons le plaisir de lancer un nouvel appel à projet de mobilité sortante des doctorants!

Appel à Projet IDEX UGA 2020 - Conférenciers internationaux
Dans le cadre de l'IDEX Université Grenoble Alpes [volet formation - Graduate School], l'appel à projet conférenciers internationaux est lancé!
Univ. Grenoble Alpes, ranked for the first time in the Shanghai Academic Subject Rankings of World Universities 2017, joins the top 200 world universities.

French and Brazilian specialists working on "smart cities and Big Data" together in Grenoble
The first French Brazilian spring school on April 6th to 10th, 2015 [+] 

Rajaâ Cherkaoui El Moursli, an exceptional scientific career that started in Grenoble
Five exceptional women scientists awarded by the L'Oréal-UNESCO Foundation [+] 
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Doctoral Dissertation Defences

Upcoming doctoral dissertation defences
Les thèses soutenues (coming soon)